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VICE PRINCIPAL
"Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I
remember. Involve me
and I learn."

Learning is an interminable process which definitely cannot be bounded by the four walls of a classroom. The entire learning
experience encompasses having a comprehensive understanding of the learner’s surroundings. The optimum method of
learning, therefore, isn’t restricted to the knowledge gained by conventional means of books, but necessitates the
engagement of students. The Byte, aims at involving students and encourages their active participation in order to facilitate
the learning process. Rekindling the spark of innovation and fostering curiosity in the young minds holds immense
significance in today’s rapidly developing world. A departmental magazine precisely targets at not only disseminating
knowledge but also introducing a whole new captivating and enthralling realm of topics.
The Byte, published by the department of Humanities and Sciences, has
established a benchmark in exhibiting the unveiled inherent talent of
the students by giving them an unparalleled opportunity to express
their ideas and creative potentials. The Byte, unlike other technical
magazines, hasn’t restricted itself only to science and technology
but has also incorporated several other domains, providing students
the feasibility to explore inter-disciplinary aspects of topics. The
platform provided to the editorial committee has been well utilized
in harnessing the capabilities of all the newly admitted vibrant students.
I extend my heartfelt congratulations to the entire editorial board for presenting
before us this eagerly awaited college magazine, fulfilling not only the arduous criteria of
punctuality but also procuring content of paramount excellence.
Dr. Deven Shah
Vice-Principal
TCET

F.E. INCHARGE
"The harder you work for
something, the greater you
feel when you achieve it."

Department of Humanities and Sciences plays an extremely crucial role in an engineering college. It firmly
believes in the overall holistic development of an individual and does not restrict itself to one particular
domain or branch, instead the department profoundly focuses on creating an environment which caters and
facilitates learning for all the students across all the branches. It has been successful in organizing various
events and activities for all the students which help them in exploring their domains of interest.This
department firmly believes in outcome based learning. Every activity that occurs in our college is for a
purpose. Therefore, we have come up with our oldest magazine of TCET- The Byte. The Byte is one such
initiative where the students get a platform to unveil their latent talents
and bring them in the limelight. The Byte focuses on informing and
describing latest technologies, engaging and inspiring a diverse
set of readers. I am pleased to see the enthusiastic responses
received from the eminent members of the department and
take immense pride in publishing this magazine, procured
by the dedicated efforts of the first year students. The
uniqueness of each and every student is elaborated through
the articles they have written. The process of making the magazine
made these students to research on various topics enhancing their
knowledge and elevating it to a new level of fineness.
I am extremely proud that such students are a part of my department and they have
transformed into great achievers by committing themselves to work hard.

Dr. Vivek Mishra

Activity Head (Co-curricular -Student
Development)
“The true sign of intelligence is
not absolute knowledge but, also
a desire to attain something great
by walking the extra mile of hard
work is a must".

Each day is filled with new experiences through which we often learn valuable lessons and in turn, make our day better.
Igniting sparks of creativity, ideas and supporting innovation is also the new way of proceeding with acquiring
knowledge. TCET believes in an all round development of aspirants for research and writing. Not only books, but articles
are also a better way to induce imagination in our minds. I’m delighted to present you The BYTE Magazine by Humanities
and Sciences Department, 2018 Edition. It is not only important to showcase your creativity but also to make the readers
curious and this can be done by expressing their ideas and on-going developments
in Technology through Technical articles. The BYTE purely focuses on development of interdisciplinary and complex problems, to which the solutions
must also be found in the same way. It is indeed due to the hard work
of The BYTE Team and their true determination that this magazine's
growing. Hard work is also the spirit of success and development.
TCET provides an opportunity to the students to work hard and
scale the extra mile. I congratulate all the members involved in
the editorial committee of The Byte for executing such an incredible
magazine. I assure you that the mix of curiosity and intellect will bring
you a fine article which in turn would make you wiser than the other
engineering graduates.

Dr. Rajni Bahuguna

Editor's Desk
The on-going research topics can be brought to life in the form of an article.
Right from the beginning, getting selected in The BYTE Team is one of the
most memorable events we’ve had up till now. The Splendid 6 were selected
from the process of interview amongst 97 competitive candidates. It gave us
an opportunity to experience new things and to re-discover our hidden
potential. As we worked for The BYTE, apart from the task that we had to
execute, a responsibility to carry forward the legacy of the magazine was also
entrusted upon us. This is indeed, one of the best ways to express ideas as it
has no apparent constraints to the subjects.
We got a chance to select the most valuable articles from an entire mine of
ideas. The BYTE taught us about teamwork, professionalism and management
of academics. Managing academics and The BYTE's progress was one of the
many complications we faced while executing the magazine. TCET encouraged
us to walk the extra mile for this. They also proved to be an umbrella in the
rains of despair. We also faced a problem where we weren’t getting enough
ideas for the magazine but, eventually, each one of us, together created a
stable framework for the currently executed magazine. There were also time
constraints within which we had to complete our task. We not only motivated
each other to complete the tasks within time but ensured that the content
produced was of paramount excellence. We would also thank the
Communication Skills Faculty and ISTE Core for guiding us along the way and
helping us throughout this exciting journey. We learnt something that
surpasses the textbooks, and is beyond our curriculum. With a hope that the
vivid information and knowledge put up by us is equivalent to the caliber of
executing our vision, we can guarantee you that our efforts will
ablaze you after reading The BYTE.
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ATTACKS ON
SMART CARD
What is a smart card?

A Smart Card is basically a chip card or plastic card
that contains a memory or microprocessor. Smart
Card is used for storing or transacting the data. The
data can be in the form of value or information which
is stored or processed within the card’s chip.
In other words, we can say that it resembles our
regular debit or credit card and the microprocessor in
it is a mini computer of our Smart Card which stores
the personal information and not only provides an
enhanced security to it but also to the financial
transactions.
Usually, we can’t see the microprocessor because it
is hidden in a rectangular, gold
contact pad in one side of the card.

Two types of smart card
Contact Smart Cards
Contact Smart Cards, in general, require a card reader which helps in the financial transactions
such as at a payment counter. Smart Cards are used in a wide range of industries to assist the
support access, payments and other applications.
For eg: At a shop, while doing a payment with a credit or debit card we require a swiping machine
which refers like a card reader.

Contacltless Smart Cards

Contact less Smart cards utilize Radio Frequency or Near Field Communication (NFC) to
send the information through airwaves wirelessly. The contact less smart card contains a
small chip inside it which emits the radio waves. While doing the payment with a contact less
card reader we hold it near the payment terminal known as RFID Reader whose function is to
pick the signal, communicate with the contact less card and process the payment. The
contact less function of Smart Card helps to make the wireless connection with the card
reader. Contact less payments help to protect the user personal information and it is a secure
way to process the payment transaction.

Storage

Smart Cards provide a way to
securely store data in the card.
This data can only be accessed
through Smart card operating
systems by those with proper
access rights. This feature can
be utilized by a system to
enhance privacy by storing
personal user data on the card
rather than storing in the central
database.

Encryption

The smart card provides a huge set
of encryption capabilities such as
Security key generation via text code
in mobile or email as well as in Digital
Signing. These capabilities help to
protect the data in many ways. For
instance, a smart card system can
produce a text code message via
email which helps to confirm the
email’s authenticity. This protects the
message from being tampered with
and also it provides the user with
assurance about origination.

FEATURES TO
PROTECT PRIVACY

Communication

Smart Card provides a secure
communication between the card
and the reader. Similar to security
protocols used in many networks, this
feature allows a smart card to send
and receive the data in a secure and
private manner.

Biometrics

The smart card provides ways to
securely store biometric templates
and perform a biometric matching
function. This feature can be used to
improve privacy in a system that
uses biometrics. For example storing
fingerprint templates in the smart
card can be an effective way to
increase privacy in the system that
uses fingerprint biometrics.

ATTACK ON CARD

Smart Communication:Small information packets called Application Protocol Data Units (APDUs) are the
basis of communication between a Card Accepting Device (CAD) and a smart card.
Data travels between the smart card and CAD in one direction at a time. A random
number generated by the card is sent to the CAD which uses a shared encryption
key to scramble the digits before sending the number back but hackers are capable
of breaching this encryption.

Card Based Security:Systems with a card or token-based security treat smart cards with microprocessors
as independent computing devices. During interactions between cards and the host
system, user identities can be authenticated and a staged protocol put in place to
ensure that each card has clearance to access the system. Access to data on the
smart card is controlled by its own operating system, and any pre-configured
permissions set by the organization issuing the card. So for hackers, the target to
hack the smart card becomes easier. Therefore there are more chances of leaking
the user’s personal data.

Timing Analysis:Encryption systems often take slightly different time periods to process various
inputs. Timing attacks require relatively little computing power and, by measuring
the time taken for a smart card chip to perform certain operations, may reveal
information about the card’s secret encryption keys.

Ritika Gupta
IT

HONEYPOT
With the increasing global communication, the
computer crimes are increasing at the same
time.
Honeypot is a computer and internet security
resource.They are the Special DECOY server
which are aimed catching the Black hats
(commonly known as hackers).It gathers
information about the attacker’s strategy, the
tools used and blocking it.
The main Advantage of honeypot is they do not
produce false alerts such as observed traffic.

How does it work
Honeypot consist of data (example: a
network site) that appears to be a legitimate
part of the site but is monitored by a security
team. It attracts the hackers to attack a
vulnerable computer by entering the system
which is under observation, all the
information about the hacker is logged who
are then blocked.

1. Bandwagon

2. Team Building

It’s basically like police sting operation.
Honeypots are located inside the firewall so
that it can be controlled.The Basic focus lies
on collection of information about the attack
patterns, purpose of Attack and system IP
address.

Types
Based on LEVEL OF
INTERACTION
Low interaction honeypot: These type
of honeypots have limited interaction
with external system. These are safer
and easy way to gather information
about the frequently attacked system
and their source
High interaction Honeypot: This is the
most advanced type of honeypot.
There is a higher level of interaction
with intrusive system. It give more
realistic experience for attackers and
gather more information about the
attacks.This type of honeypot is time
consuming and complex.
Medium interaction honeypot: They
are mixed interactive honeypots.They
are sophisticated then low interaction
honeypot but better than high
interaction honeypot. They provide a
better illusion so complex attack can
be logged and blocked.

Based on DESIGN
Research Honeypot: Research
honeypots are basically used for
learning new methods and tools of
attacks .Its main goal is to gather
information about the method of
attacks. They are basically used by
government and university
organisation and in military purposes.
Purpose Honeypot: They aim at
protecting the network. They protect
the data by detecting the attacks and
alerting the administrators.

Honeypots are a new field in the
sector of network security.
Currently,there is a lot of ongoing
research and discussions all around
the world. No other mechanism is
comparable in the efficiency of a
honeypot if gathering information
is a primary goal.
AGRIMA GUPTA
F.E. EXTC A

SMART DOOR BELL
HOME SECURITY IS JUST A
BELL AWAY!

ABSTRACT:

A recent survey conducted by the TOI shows that, theft is one of the most commonly
experienced crime all across the country, majority of which takes place between 112-6
am. The numbers of cases only seem to rise and many of them go unreported. Police
lack proof hence, making it difficult for them to identify the culprits. Smart doorbell is one
of the wondrous creations by IOT technology. Though this is a mini project, it is the best
of all its competitors. It is a boon to the place you feel the safest and most comfortable.
Smart doorbell is an initiative to make the place you feel secure; secure with raspberry pi
as it's major core in it's construction.

INTRODUCTION:

A Smart doorbell offers many more benefits apart from keeping home owners and their
property safe from intruders. The system is composed of the Doorbell, interfaced with
raspberry pi and whenever the doorbell is pressed; the camera gets triggered and
captures their face. The captured face is then matched with their database which already
has a set of registered faces. If the face matches a database entry, the door unlocks
otherwise an OTP along with a photo of the intruder shall be sent to the owner. If the
owner gives the OTP to the non-authorized person, the door is unlocked after the OTP is
punched in the machine.

DC motor with Relay Circuit
Push button
Raspbian Jessie OS
Python
Open CV
Apache
PHP

COST OF PRODUCT:

EXISTING SYSTEM:

In an existing system, there is only RF
based security system, the main drawback
in this system is, whoever having that RF
card is allowed inside, it doesn’t look for
any facial recognition.

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Raspbian Jessie OS and Python with
OpenCV are major components of this
project. The calling bell switch is interfaced
to raspberry pi through GPIO pins that
triggers the camera when the switch gets
pressed. The camera is interfaced via a
simple USB cable. Using Python OpenCV,
input image will be processed and authorize
the user. For an unauthorized user, an alert
mail will be sent along with the OTP using
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). Now
the user has to enter the OTP via the
keyboard which is also interfaced via the
raspberry pi using a standard USB cable.

With a range of products available in
different companies, the prices may
fluctuate according to the requirements.
The most economical ones beginning from
a few thousand to heavy pricing as per the
additional features. The base raspberry pi
along with the complete circuit may cost
ranging anywhere in Rs.600-2000.
Whereas installing the SMTS for complete
functioning is hefty and can take the price
to as high as Rs.10,000 and even higher if
additional features need to be installed.

CONCLUSION:

A smart doorbell provides an efficient way
of autonomous protection using a simple
single-board computing chip raspberry pi.
A user now will have access to their own
privacy and can avoid breach of infringe of
privacy in a convenient manner.
Home security is now just a bell away!

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM:

A sample circuit of the raspberry pi base
chip along with a standard 9V battery (for
experimental purposes) would look like as
shown above.

COMPONENTS & SOFTWARES:
Raspberry pi
SD card
PIR sensor
Camera

Written by Udita
Mathur CMPN-A

DRIVERLESS CARS

DRIVE EASY AND
HANDS-FREE!
Driverless moving Vehicle! A
horrifying thought for normal human
controlled cars. This is where
Driverless Car technology comes into
the lime light.

Driver-less cars are basically automatic cars which work using
automatic control system installed in it. High level of Artificial
Intelligence, integrated circuits and computer operations are used to
operate this car. Automated cars can detect traffic, surrounding moving
vehicles and people. These cars are able to detect obstacles due to the
sensors, radar, lasers, light sensors, GPS and cameras installed at various
regions of car which interpret information via image sensing and
surrounding waves. The cameras constantly monitor 360 degrees
around the car.
The data captured in the image form is converted into binary and
reported to the system. The system, according to the data obtained
guides the car's motion which either stops the car or changes the lane.
Continuous localisation, analysing and mapping of surrounding for
unknown environment is done to provide accurate location of vehicle.
This knowledge of the location helps in moving and measuring the car's
distance left to reach the destination. Simple sensor are used for locating.
Real time locating system; Lidar helps to measure the target distance.
Stereo Vision interprets depth of 3-D structure and IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit) supports measuring surrounding forces, waves,
angular forces and sometimes magnetic field using gyroscopes. Integrated
sensors are used in high end models to provide more accuracy to the
positioning system.

LEVELS OF AUTOMATION OF CARS:
Speed control: The driver controls the steering of the car but
the speed is controlled by the system by sensing the
surrounding. While parking, the speed is manually operated
and steering is in the driver's control.
Under monitoring of driver: The driver needs to monitor the
movements and motion of the car but has to do nothing. The
system undertakes the complete operation of the car
including steering, brakes and acceleration. The driver needs
to be vigilant about the system and has to take over if the
system fails.
Signalling system: There is no need of the driver to monitor the
system. The vehicle handles itself even in critical situations.

If the vehicle indicates the caution signal of system failure or
other such technical problem the driver has to come into
action. Example: Audi A8 is installed with Level 3 and SAE
(Society of Automotive Engineers) and named it Traffic Jam
Pilot. It is activated only if handled manually. It controls the
driving aspect in slow moving traffic up to 60 kmph.
Geologically bounded system: Driver's assistance is not
needed here. The system is completely under vehicle's
control. GPS plays a major role in this level. Only geologically
mapped areas are supported by the system. Driver in this case
can sleep or even leave the driver’s seat. But in case of
emergency manual handling is required.
Optional steering wheel: At 5th level there is no need of driver at
all. It is completely automated because of high end integrated
sensors installed in it. GPS system is used to set the destination.
Such cars can be called as “ROBO TAXIS”.

Automated vehicles keep the speed under control. It
maintains safe distance from other moving cars and
pedestrians around it. These vehicles maintain the lane and
risk of overtaking and chain accidents is significantly
reduced. Automatic breaking system (ABS) allows immediate
application of breaks. It is shock absorbent and resists shock
to be transmitted further.

Automated cars are mainly beneficial for children, old aged and
disabled people who have to travel to distant places.
In order to use cars running on this technology, the start and end
points can be set using GPS. The car can be hired using an app
developed using GPS which connects the owner’s mobile location
with that of car’s.

Customer satisfaction is achieved by this technology.
“DRIVERLESS CARS” brings development along with
reduction in crimes and increase in safety.

Many companies have initiated in
making Driverless Car. Few of
them are Google Waymo, Toyota,
Tesla (Autopilot), Mercedes Benz
and Uber.

PINAAZ K. HODE
F.E. EXTC-A

Matter
Antimatter

We have heard about the word 'matter' and we
have studied it in lower grades, which taught
that matter is something having mass and
occupying space and undoubtedly everything
in the universe is made up of matter, but what
about antimatter? The pertinent question
arises, what is antimatter?

So antimatter is opposite of
matter. In modern physics they
are said to be composed of
antiparticles, They have the same
mass and chemical compositions
but have the opposite charge, but
how did the scientist arrive at
the idea of antimatter in the
world composed of matter? So to
understand this, let’s take an
example:- the number 4 has two
roots +2 and -2, in the same way if
there exists matter then there
should also be an existence of
antimatter. So according to this,
we shouldn’t have existed, but
then why do we still exist?
Another crticial question is in the
quantum world, why is the matter
more than the antimatter? The
answer goes back to The BIG
BANG THEORY. Scientists suggest
that during The Big Bang, matter
and antimatter was created and
they combined to annihilate large
amounts of energy, but somehow
there was more of matter existent.
Scientists are working on
different theories to find the real
cause but haven't succeeded yet.

The study of antimatter started in
1928, when the great scientist Paul
Dirac realized that the wave
equation given by Schrodinger for
electrons also predicted the
possibility of antielectrons.
The dedication of physicist
showed up when the first anti
hydrogen was trapped by ALPHA
(antihydrogen laser physics
apparatus) team at CERN. In a
while they studied that
antihydrogen is composed of
negatively charged antiproton and
positively charged positron while
the hydrogen is composed of a
positively charged proton and
negatively charged electron. It was
obvious that the trapped
antihydrogen could just survive
for a part of a second.
So, there were many more
advances and research in the field
and then they were able to trap 38
antihydrogen atoms each for
about more than a tenth of a
second. The fact is that it is not
easy to trap these antiparticles.
Also physicists claim that
antimatter is the costliest material
to produce. In 1999 NASA gave a
figure of $62.5 trillion per gram of
antihydrogen. Even today the
world looks for a reliable theory
on our existence but still, there
are no answers. Physicists are
having a step forward, each and
every day and maybe one fine day
we will know, how did we come
into existence.
-LANCE DSILVA
MECH-A

TIME TRAVEL
Before I begin, about how the ultimate time machine
could be a waste of time, let’s learn how this term
came into existence:
The term Time machine was coined by author H.G.
Wells in his novel 'The Time Machine' where he
explained it as a device used to travel in the future.
This was its fictional debut. As for the scientific
world, these words were unheard of until 1905. It was
then that a 26-year-old Einstein gave away his Theory
of Relativity. Albert Einstein while explaining his
theory said, “Time in actuality is an Illusion, it
depends on or is relative to an observer’s speed
through space”.

Would inventing the Time
Machine, be a waste of time?

For example: Say, if you are in outer space
and are travelling at the speed of light,
then time for you is slower than those who
The negative reactions ranges from:
aren’t travelling at light-speed. Thus, you
‘Time-travel is only possible in
can be gone for a 1000 years and return
only a decade older than when you
theory"
actually left!
‘This is beyond our technological
In a way, this is the working principle of
capabilities"
the Time Machine.
"It would be fatal to any human who
This has actually happened with the
tried it"
cosmonaut Mr. Gennady Padalka. Padalka
who returned to Earth after his 879 days
to
voyage has actually travelled 1/44th of a
‘Time is just a subjective illusion"
second in the future.
This event had sparked both positive and
negative reactions among the
intellectuals, globally, on the future
possibility of time-travel.
Whatever be the case, time-traveling is not
possible, at least for the present but has it
stopped the passionate physicist- Ronald L.
Mallett- from committing himself in this
research?
Ronald L. Mallett, 72, believes Laser Light
is the key to Time Travel! The scientist is
obsessed over to bring together a system
that can twist the space and time of the
universe (possibly with the help of the said
laser light) and make time-traveling a
reality. He was incredibly inspired by the
novel ‘The Time Machine’. According to
him, after a year from his father’s tragic
death, he came across this book and that
changed everything for him. Ronald wishes
to go back in time and see his father, and
also maybe save his life. He is supported
by many passionate researchers like
himself in his endeavor.
The physicist also disclosed that the large
hadron collider has been routinely sending
sub-atomic particles in the future! (by
accelerating it to 99.99999% of the speed
of light)

In the year 2013, an Iranian guy, Ali Razeghi, 27 then,
had created a fiasco for himself by claiming that he
had successfully created the time machine.
“Eureka! I did it. I invented the Aryayek time
travelling machine’ ”.
I have three things to say about his time machine:
first, why just not name it the Time Machine. Second,
his time machine could only take you in the future (it
worked one-way) and third, probably the most
important, you do not actually go in the future, it was
more like the future was brought up to you, like on
your PC screen. His future predicting PC case is 98%
accurate (but how would we know?). Anyway, he
never released his prototype fearing that the Chinese
would steal it.
The invention of the time machine would
indisputably be the best invention of mankind but its
invention would also out shadow the lesser known,
significant, research work. Think about this- What
possibly the Time machine could reveal about the
future which we couldn’t already determine based on
the present?
When will the continents submerge?
What are the chances of a possible
earthquake?
What will be the increase in
mortality-rate?
When will there be a meteorite
clash?
Or
What will be my grade point this
semester based on last minute
preparation?

So, I conclude this article by saying that the
invention of the time machine would be
monumental but also a waste of time.

-KALASH MAURYA
EXTC

HIGGS
BOSON
Can we determine the existence of “God”
from known science and mathematics?
Many of us might argue yes, provided
the question is restricted to the
inclusion of memory and consciousness
in properties of space-time. The
relationship between memory and
consciousness to space-time and matter
is of great interest in today’s world.
After much study, it has been verified
that memory and consciousness are
properties of space-time through an
experiment thought by Maxwell-Szilard
associated with the creation of the GOD
PARTICLE – HIGGS BOSON. In a
stunning sequence of two presentations
by spokespersons of the two
experiments, CMS and ATLAS at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) on the
morning of July 4, 2012 in Geneva, it was
announced that signals had been found
for the existence of a particle consistent
with the existence of a particle known
as the Higgs particle at a mass of about
126 GeV. Present at the meeting were
some of the most important
experimentalists and theorists
including Peter Higgs after whom the
particle is named.

The Director General of CERN, RolfDieter Heuer congratulated the
experimentalists and pointed out that
this was only the beginning; now the
properties of this particle needed to be
studied in great detail.
In December 2011, it had been widely
reported that the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) experiment at CERN Geneva is
rapidly closing in on the Higgs particle,
which has popularly come to be known
as the ‘God Particle’ (legend has it that
the famous experimentalist Leon
Lederman had referred to it like that
‘Goddamn Particle’ because it was so
hard to detect, but
his publishers cautioned him against
using such impolitic language).
In units where the proton mass is about
1 GeV/c^2 (note the famous Einstein’s
relation E allows us to express mass in
terms of a unit of energy divided by c^2,
and that GeV is a
gigaelectronvolt, Giga is 1 followed by 9
zeroes), the Higgs is now known to lie
either between about 120-130 or is
heavier than 800 GeV/c^2.The question
is why were physicists so eager to find
this particle? If it is found, what
questions would it settle?

First of all, the Higgs Boson is the most
expensive particle of all time. Finding
the god particle required such
experimental energies to be created
which had been rarely seen on
planet Earth before. Higgs Boson was the
last hold-out particle which remained
hidden during the mission to check the
accuracy of Standard Model of Physics.
The God Particle gives other particles
their respective masses. We tend to think
of mass to be a property which is
intrinsic of all things, but the scientists
believe that mass fundamentally doesn’t
exist without the Higgs Boson.
The reason for all this comes back to
Higgs field. The Higgs Field was
imagined to exist along the entire
universe. Physicists realized that the
Higgs field had to be real after studying
various theories using old as well as new
components.

The problem that existed was the way
the physicists defined it, Higgs field
would be virtually impossible to
observe. It was much later
that physicists realized that existence
of the Higgs field was fake and
instead its activity would need a
corresponding carrier particle to
exist and this particle would have
properties which might actually be
observed and studied. Researchers
believed that this particle existed in
a class called ‘Bosons’. Boson is
particle having zero or integral spin
and is named after S. N. Bose. Higgs
Boson is the Boson that goes with the
Higgs field. It acts as a force carrier
for the field.
Latest results from the ATLAS and
CMS experiments at the LHC show
that the God particle interacts
strongly with the heaviest known
elementary particle – the top quark.
Quarks are the most basic
constituents of matter and top &
bottom quarks can be produced in
laboratory conditions. It has also
been observed that Higgs Boson decay
in a pair of bottom quarks.
A documentary called “The Particle
Fever” was released in 2013 which
tracked the
experiments which lead to the
discovery of Higgs Boson particle.
Every now and then a new property or
function of the Higgs Boson particle
is getting discovered. This particle
which is produced by quantum
excitation of the Higgs field is
considered to be a huge achievement
not only in the world of physics but
also in various other fields. The times
are interesting and
bewitching.
-ANUSHKA MOHARIR
MECH-A

DARK ENERGY
Dark Energy is a very mysterious yet a known phenomenon
in astronomy. The speculation regarding the topic is more
than what is observed as it is very hardly detectable at the
first place. It is due to the rarefied and massive density. By
definition, Dark Energy is a theoretical form of energy
postulated to act in opposition to gravity and to occupy the
entire universe.

It all started with the world’s most accepted theory of the evolution of the universeTHE BIG BANG THEORY. The Big Bang Theory states that the universe is made
because of scattering of matter of high density in a state of high-temperature.
Earlier, it was also believed that the universe expands, but in a retarding motion.
We can explain the earlier hypothesis by the scientists in the following way;
consider throwing a pencil in the air. It surely comes back because gravity acts on
it. Similarly, if you throw the same pencil with the escape velocity of the earth i.e.
11.2 km/s, it escapes the Earth’s surface, although gravity acts on it feebly. Now,
compare it with the expansion of cosmos; scientists held an incorrect belief that all
the planets are getting farther away, but a day will arrive when gravity will out win
all the forces and all the heavenly bodies will ‘collapse’, resulting at the end of the
cosmos.
During the study of ‘TYPE LA SUPERNOVAE’, it came as a great shock to the
scientists that the universe is expanding and that to with an accelerating rate. This
observation throws right in the face of Einstein’s field equation. In this field
equation, Einstein introduced a cosmological constant in order to prove that the
universe is static. It turns out that the introduction of the cosmological constant
was a fine-tuning. This fine-tuning refers to the alteration of a certain kind of
parameters in order to fit an observation. Einstein’s inability to predict the
dynamics of the universe is considered his greatest blunder.

Hence, Alan Guth and Alexei
Starobinsky proposed in the 1980s that
a negative pressure field, similar in
concept to dark energy, was
responsible for this expansion with an
accelerating rate.

Content of the
Universe

However, knowing and learning more
about dark energy is difficult, as the
only way it reacts with ordinary matter
is through gravity. Hence, studying
dark energy in research laboratories is
practically impossible as of now.
Serious and sincere steps have
already been taken to unravel the
mystery by several groups of
scientists all over the world. For
instance, Dark Energy Survey was
conducted to map the distribution of
galaxies in the universe so as to solve
this mystery.
In a nutshell, we can imagine the
universe to be a box which is
expanding in volume but not in
matter, as a result the density keeps
on decreasing. However, in such a
box, Dark Energy is a matter that
doesn’t lose its density. In simpler
words, it is like taffy which doesn’t
lose it`s thickness on stretching.

It was only in 1998, that the scientists
were able to coin the term Dark Energy
and in order to explain their scrutiny,
they called it repulsive gravity.

Although, there is another
possibility; maybe scientists
have been barking up the wrong
tree. Maybe, there is no Dark
Energy, and our measurements
actually mean that Einstein's
theory of gravity is wrong and
needs to be fixed. This would be
a daunting undertaking since
Einstein's theory works
exceptionally well when we test
it in the solar system. So far, no
one has produced a convincing
improvement on Einstein's
theory that predicts the correct
expansion for the universe and
yet agrees with Einstein's
theory inside the solar system.
Vidhi Punjabi
CMPN-B

QUANTUM GRAVITY
UNITING THE FOUR FUNDAMENTAL FORCES

It was not long ago when Max Planck
suggested that the radiation may be quantized.
Then, Einstein proposed the Quantum Light
Theory which says that light is basically made
up of photons. Further, Niels Bohr, de Broglie,
Schrodinger and Dirac helped Quantum
Mechanics to blossom into the world of
Science and most importantly, Physics. As
you may know, there are four fundamental
forces of nature: Gravitational, Weak Nuclear,
Electromagnetic and Strong Nuclear Force and
physicists are always are in search of a theory
that explains the existence of everything. A
Unified Theory of Everything,with the Help of
Quantum Mechanics, the upcoming term has
emerged. Quantum Gravity.

In order to understand how it works, we need to
consider Graviton. A Graviton is a virtual
particle in the particle zoo which is responsible
for the existence of Gravity. The presence of
Graviton certainly distinguishes this theory
from other Quantum Phenomena. It is found
that graviton is expected to be massless as it
can travel long distances instantaneously. In
the Tensor Field System, they are ranked 2.
Therefore, it has spin value 2.
Gravity, according to General Relativity is
applicable only to the objects with
considerable
mass. If we put it simply, it fails to explain the
mechanics at microscopic levels.

With increasing level, The instability increases
exponentially resulting into solving of equation
faster. In simple words, The Equation will cease to
exist as soon as the higher energy is considered. This
must be countered in order in the Quantum Gravity
Conjecture Interpretation. As mentioned earlier, the
energy levels are unattainable in the labs on earth
since it requires energy which must be comparable
to that of Black Holes and Big Bang Theory Model in
order to apply it to them. The Unified Theories which
also came into existence along with Quantum
Gravity are String/Superstring Theory, M Theory,
Loop Quantum Gravity,

At the microscopic scale, objects obey
Quantum Mechanics and we already know that
everything can be quantized if we apply
Quantum Mechanics to it. With the theory of
Quantum Mechanics and Quantum Gravity,
Working of gravity can be explained on a
Microscopic range.One great problem in order
to test it out experimentally or practically is
that, The energy levels required to observe
working and proving the conjecture are
unattainable. Another problem exists which we
call “Renormalization problem. It means that,
in a considered Given system, Sum of all forces
do not cancel each other out resulting into an
infinite value”. In the field of Mathematics and
Quantum electrodynamics, it somehow can be
countered. However, as far as Quantum Gravity
is considered, it cannot be countered since the
sum of energy which we will do contains
energy at minimal levels but in order to prove
it's working, energy must be at a higher level.
Noncommutative gravity, Wheeler
DeWitt equation, etc. It is highly
possible that Quantum Gravity holds
true. If so, it not only would help us get
one step closer to understanding the
mechanics of our universe but also open
doors to explore other fundamental
explanations to Space-Time and
Mathematics.

Akshat Shukla
Mech B

A JOURNEY TILL
GRAVITONS

THE NOBLE STORY OF GRAVITY
Let’s start with a simple imagination, imagine you are writing an
article with a pen... Now, have you ever wondered how are you able to
write it? The answer is simply because the ink filled in the pen is
flowing down through it on the paper, but then suddenly the next
question arises that why it is always flowing downwards? The answer
to that is gravity.
As we can see gravity is a simple concept but when the questions
such as “how it is created?” and ”how the gravity works?” arises, they
makes the things complicated. Back in 1666, Isaac Newton was the
first man who tried to answer these questions because of the famous
apple incident that happened to him, to which he came to a
conclusion that” every particle attracts every other particle in the
universe with a force which is directly proportional to the product of
their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them”.
Which was back then a satisfactory explanation and even that has
helped us in reaching Moon, Mars and successfully launching many
other space missions but later on it was found out that it fails to
explain some situations. For an instance, imagine our solar system,
now just concentrate on the sun, earth and the motion between
them.

According to NASA’s Definition.
”Anything that has mass also
has gravity. Objects with more
mass have more gravity. Gravity
also gets weaker with distance.
So, the closer objects are to
each other, the stronger their
gravitational pull is”

Now think that what will happen to the motion of the

One more way through which we can link gravity is that

earth if suddenly the sun disappears. According to Sir

it is one of the main four known fundamental forces

Isaac Newton’s theory at that 'same instant' the earth

and the common thing is that every force is carried by a

will stop following the elliptical path and will start to

particle. For e.g. ”ELECTROMAGNETISM” has ”PHOTON”,

move on the tangent of that elliptical path. But, since

”STRONG NUCLEAR FORCE” has ”GLUONS”, ”WEAK

the limiting speed of the universe is equal to the speed

NUCLEAR FORCE” has ”W&Z BOSONS”. Therefore, we

of light, it will itself takes 8 minutes and 20 seconds on

can assume that GRAVITY has a carrier particle named

an average to travel from sun’s surface to the surface of

as ”GRAVITON”. Since gravity is the weakest force, the

earth. Therefore this change to happen instantaneously

existence of Graviton is not confirmed.

doesn’t make sense. Additionally, he assumed that the
universe to be flat which is not the case, since the
angles between the three planets don’t sum up to 180
degrees.
Thereafter almost 2-3 centuries later in 1915,
Albert Einstein tried to describe the gravity in a new
way, which is the most accurately described and hence
it is most accepted theory till now. Sir Albert Einstein
described the gravity as a 'distortion in space-time
created by presence of a massive object or energy'. To
understand this imagine a cloth that is stretched and
tied from ends, now keep a heavy metal ball at the
centre of it, You will observe a distortion is created on
the cloth and this distortion is nothing but gravity, Also
it explains many phenomena like bending of light due
to gravity, formation of Einstein’s ring on black hole,
angles not summing up to 180 degrees etc.

Although theoretically, there are many theories for
the existence of Gravitons linked with STRING THEORY
(another unproven theory).
So as per my knowledge that I have till now, my
thinking about gravity comes to a dead end with a
conclusion that “In order to have gravity, mass or energy
should be into the picture and mass to anything is
given by the excitation of Higgs field to produce Higgs
Boson”. Therefore, I think on the excitation of Higgs
field, as mass comes, gravity also gets attached with it.
Higgs Boson & Graviton have some relation between
them, maybe they are same or they have some relation.
I will end up my article by saying, "If it is same it will be
great but... if it is different then it will be even more
exciting!”.
HARSHIT SRIVASTAV
F.E. EXTC-A

On 14th September 2015, gravitational waves were
detected due to the collision of two black holes which
proved this theory practically. Although it is most
accepted, it is still not the best explanation on what
causes gravity, It is applicable for celestial bodies but at
the quantum level it doesn’t work and that is one of
the reasons why we are facing difficulties in
generalising the micro and macro world into a single
set.

QUANTUM COMPUTING
A New Era Of Computers

THE RISE OF SUPERCOMPUTERS

A lot of research has already been done on this wonderful
and magical invention known as “Computer”. We
managed to increase its efficiency, output, cost
effectiveness and various other parameters. This is the
reason that it changed the way we live. It brought such a
dramatic change in our lives that I am able to present this
project to you all by sitting on my desk.

However, humans are curious beings by nature. This is the
reason that we never get satisfied by any innovation. We
always look for more improvements, more ease to our
living. The same thing happened in this exciting world of
computing.
Consider cloud computing, we are gradually moving
towards a big problem of “SPACE”. Yes, we need more
space for making more servers, more databases for all the
information that needs to be stored, more users, more
sensitive data, etc. This problem is so alarming that if not
addressed now, then probably around 2060 the Sahara
desert will be full of server rooms and data mines.

This is where innovation came into the picture.
Computer Scientists along with some
Astrophysicists and Engineers, found out this way
of combining the principles of quantum
mechanics with traditional computing methods to
make something they call, “QUANTUM
COMPUTERS”.
This is a machine which uses the principles of
Superposition and Entanglement to make a
computing method which uses the concept of
“Qubits” instead of our Binary Bits (0 and 1).
Quantum computing is based on the fact that, in
the microscopic world, things don't have to be as
clear-cut as we'd expect from our macroscopic
experience.
Tiny particles, such as electrons or photons, can
simultaneously take on states that we would
normally deem mutually exclusive.

They can be in several places at
once, for example, as in the case
of photons simultaneously exhibit
two kinds of polarization.
Superposition frees us of from
binary constraints. A quantum
computer works with particles
that can be in superposition.
Rather than representing bits —
such particles would

As I said this concept is that stage
where we were with classical
computers in 1940s and 1950s.
Theorists say that we are close to
making a universal quantum
computer but still we are a long
way to go. Once developed, we
will start a new journey in this
multidimensional era of
computing where a lot of
hypotheses are a reality.

represent qubits, which can take
on the value 0, or 1, or both
simultaneously.
In simple terms it does not
require a linear array rather it
arranges them in a complex star
structure, switching a new
combination once the call is
triggered. This is Entanglement.
However, such a machine would

No one expected humanity to
reach where it is now. Such is a
case with this innovation. Who
knows we might end up making
something that's completely
different and much more
productive than this concept?
Such is Science. For now we can
set back and enjoy the beauties
that are being prevailed everyday
in those laboratories.

Such a machine will
have tremendous
processing speeds ,
lesser space requirement
for servers and a lot of
applications be it in
spacecraft, astronomical
observatories where a lot
of data is processed or for
cloud computing, for
Dmass, data mining etc.

change our fundamental
understandings of computing and
would require a new structure
altogether. New chips, new
mechanism, new peripherals, etc.

YASHVARDHAN DWIVEDI
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SOPHIA
A HUMAN BOT

Technological progression or development is the overall process of invention,
innovation and diffusion of technology or processes. One such development in

WILL AI LEAD TO
THE DOWNFALL
OF MANKIND?

technology is the invention of AI i.e. Artificial Intelligence. Artificial
Intelligence is basically the theory and development of computer systems that
can perform all the tasks that a normal human can do, such as visual
perception, speech recognition, decision-making, interception etc. One of the
most notable inventions by humans in the field of AI is SOPHIA – a first ever
human robot.

In comparison to the human robot invented previously, Sophia has many
features added using artificial intelligence. Sophia was developed by a Hong
Kong based company named Hanson Robotics. She was activated for the first
time on 19th April 2015 and brought into the public vision at South by
Southwest Festival which was held at Texas. Development in the field of
artificial intelligence has brought more than 50 human expressions within
Sophia enhancing the beauty of her behaviour along with increasing her
natural aura.

Being able to have healthy conversations with the

topics ranging from Artificial Intelligence to world

fellow human beings, being able to express her feelings

crisis.

by answering the questions, the government of United
States awarded her by giving her the US citizenship and

Development in the field of AI is going bring a

Sophia became the first robot to receive a citizenship of

revolutionary change in the world of technology, but as

any country.

every coin has two sides, an Oxford Professor says that

She was named the United Nations Development
Program’s first ever Innovation Champion. David
Hanson who manufactured Sophia says she uses
artificial intelligence, visual data expressions but the

‘Artificial Intelligence may doom the human race within
a century.’ So humans have to take into consideration,
the consequences before they progress in this field and
whether it will be actually helpful or not.

limitation is that she can answer the questions on the
predefined topics, example weather and climate. Sophia
uses voice recognition technology made my Alphabet
Inc. which is used in our normal android smart phones.
The main motive of manufacturer was to make Sophia a
suitable companion for the elderly at nursing homes, or
to help crowds at large events. Sophia is conceptually
similar to the computer program ELIZA, which was one
of the first attempts at simulating a human
conversation, but the sky line difference is that it can
make motions like a normal human being.
Sophia has been interviewed in the same manner as a
human, striking up conversations with the hosts. Some
replies have been nonsensical, while others have
impressed interviewers such as 60 Minutes’ Charlie
Rose.
Sophia, the first citizen robot made its first appearance
in India at Indian Institute Of Technology Bombay
during IIT’s cultural extravaganza, Tech Fest. Draped in
a Sari, the human robot had a 15 minutes of
conversation with a student in front of more than 3000
people on the

MAYUR VAMAN TARFE
MECHANICAL B.

ROADWAYS TO FUTURE
SOLAR ROADS

These intelligent
highways are the
future.

What if roads aren’t only the medium to walk on the
road anymore? Being replaced by solar panels all over,
they can be used for firm footing, driving as well as to
generate clean energy. These intelligent highways are
the future.
The usual petroleum-based asphalt road is replaced by
plastic covered solar panels which carpet the road. It has
a high impact on the production of solar energy and
driving experience too.

Components of solar roads
Top surface layer:It is made of a complex polymer which
resembles plastic and it provides better friction over the
conventional road. It captures solar rays and lets it pass
through the photovoltaic sheet. It is also waterproof.
Electronic layer:Paper thin blue silicon of solar cell
generates electricity. It consists of an array of solar cells to

collect energy. It can withstand tons of weight and
also includes a microprocessor which assists in the
healing process as well as sensing load.
Base layer:It collects the generated current and
passes it to a nearby station.

Why solar roads?
As fossil fuel will be depleted then the new era of
electric cars will come into existence. The cars
can be charged there itself beside the roads.
They also promote DCV-Dynamic Charging
Vehicle. Solar roads will be another platform for
wireless charging of vehicle.
It will lead to an intelligent traffic management
system. The panels will consist of LED and
microprocessors in it. The LED will glow as per
requirement and display warnings of wildlife,
create detours when there is an accident, display
construction work signs as well as speed limit of
the car whether it is over speeding or not. The
autonomous vehicle concept will get a boost due
to the presence of a microprocessor; each will be
in specific latitude and longitude thus providing a
new method of positioning an object rather than
depending on satellites.
In metropolitan areas the generated electricity will
immediately be supplied for required work to be
done, thereby reducing the loss caused due to
transmission.
Even though the cost of production and
installation is high these roads will pay for
themselves due to electricity generated. As
compared to asphalt roads solar requires less
amount of maintenance. They are durable up to 20
years.

It is not only a renewable source of energy but also
green energy as no pollution will be done by it
which is currently rampant by electricity generation
plants. The road’s vacant space will be utilized and
the lands and deserts used for solar energy
generation can be used for another purpose.
There is no fear of theft of the solar panel as the
microprocessor inside the panels enables the panels
to communicate with each other. Even if a panel is
stolen it can be recovered as it will still be in contact
with other panels on the road.

In rainy season proper slope has to be maintained top
avoid water from being accumulated. A solar panel is
hermetically sealed making it water resistant. In case of
lightening, the whole system is grounded well. The
panels can withstand -400 degree celsius to 1250
degree celsius.

The efficiency of solar roadways is being judged on
basis of seasonal changes. Soon overcoming it the
solar roadways will be a new reality. For a country
like India which mostly welcomes the sun daily,
solar roads will greatly be successful. The power
demand will reduce as till now most parts of India
are still under darkness.

SHREYA ATUL TODMAL
F.E. CIVIL B

DRONES
WHY ARE DRONES DESIGNED IN THE WAY THEY ARE?

Decades ago, planes and helicopters were used for wars. Helicopters used tail
rotors for balancing the torque or retaining force generated by only one and
the main rotor which is now proven to be inefficient. In order to get this
problem rectified, drones were introduced, which was the first vehicle to have
vertical take-off and landing.
Basically, drones were invented for military applications or UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) technology for their capability to carry bombs
and other arms and ammunition.
Drones are rapidly becoming an important asset for the relief effort.
Scientists have been successful in inventing an advanced drone for the
present era.

Nowadays, drones are used for different
purposes like commercial photography,
racing, mapping, security purposes,
surveys, and disaster management. A well
known company called Amazon is working
on the capability of drones to deliver their
products to the consumers in the United
States. A couple of companies that are
working on this technology are DJI, Parrot,
Walkera, Blade, and Helimax. These
companies focus on different types of
drones about which one simply can't
imagine like racing drones, zooming drones,
commercial
photography drones, foldable drones (also
known as portable drones), gesture drones
and Facial drones, defense drones (i.e.
avoiding obstacles, avoid crashes)
entertainment drones and
many others.
All drones can fly for nearly 30 minutes,
having 2-12 MP camera resolution, which is
mainly designed for professionals.
Drones work on batteries, which ultimately
produce too much of unwanted waste.
Keeping the present situation in mind, Solar
Drones and Drones that work on neodymium
magnets might bring about a drastic change.
Solar drones are rechargeable and might
help humans to reach in the areas where they
can't. They'll be cost-efficient and will reduce
the usage of batteries, whereas, Magnetic
Drones haven't been made to date. Flying
drones without approval, in India, is illegal,
but according to the new policies, they are
expected to be legalized by December. No
permission would be required to fly
drones of up to 250 grams at the maximum
height of 400 metres. Drones, with an
extensive history, and capabilities will be a
necessity in the near future.
It'll be difficult to imagine
life without them.

-BHAVIN PATEL

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY

What is Stealth Technology?
Today’s armed forces are always looking for new ways to conceal spy crafts and weapons from their
rival nations. Stealth technology makes even large objects difficult to be detected by radar.Basically,
stealth military technology intends to make vehicles or missiles nearly invisible toenemy radar or other
electronic detection devices.

History of Stealth Technology
Research in anti-detection technology began soon after radar was invented. The Germans coated their
U-boat snorkels with a radar-absorbent material, during World War II. In the mid-1970s,the American Air
Force introduced the SR-71 spy plane, the first aircraft created with radarstealth capabilities. Saving
aircraft from detection became a special concern, and by the 1980s the United States had developed
models of stealth technology, including a prototype stealth
bomber.

Camouflage Techniques
ACOUSTICS: This type of cover-up is mainly useful for submarines and ground vehicles.Extensive
rubber coverings help avoid mechanical noises. Slow turning propellers and subsonic capabilities
heed in this task too.
STRUCTURAL: Razor sharp
MATERIAL: Coating of radar
edges, pointed wings, and
absorbent materials on the
surfaces is an efficient tactic to cockpit help reduce the radar
cross-section of a vehicle. Both
make your craft invisible to the
enemy. Cellon is used and tested aircraft and ships imply these
commonly. Current technologies basic principles to deviate the
include metal fibers and dielectric radars away from their sources.
The F-117 Nighthawk and K-32
composites.
Hms Helsingborg are exemplary
stealth vehicles.

ACOUSTICS: This type of coverup is mainly useful for
submarines and ground vehicles.
Extensive rubber coverings help
avoid mechanical noises. Slow
turning propellers and subsonic
capabilities heed in this task too.

PLASMA STEALTH: The technique to eject a stream of ionized gas in a way that it envelopes
the craft in a cloud is called plasma stealth. Thus radar cross-section is reduced to a minimum
and a huge amount of radar waves are absorbed by the gas. As a result, the vehicle appears to be
a cloud.

Limits
Although con formal weapon-carriage benefits aerodynamics as well as stealth, use of the stealth
technology generally imposes penalties. Rounded surfaces are not the best design. Absorbent
materials make an aircraft heavier and thus reduces its range. Minimizing doors and other
openings in the fuselage makes surfaces smoother, especially after the wear and tear of normal
operations over a period of years, but it causes maintenance of the aircraft to be more difficult.
Virtually all of these measures, including weapon modifications for conformal carriage, increase
costs. Some jet fighters travel more than twice the speed of sound thus causing a sonic boom,
which can be easily heard by the enemy. Also, the faster the plane, the greater is the number of
hot gases blasted out by its engines which can be detected by infrared sensors.

Stealth Technology in India
India is not yet that powerful but our nation is working towards better stealth by 2020. The
DRDO’s AURA (Autonomous unmanned research aircraft) which is in progress would be a
giant leap for India once completed. It is expected to weigh 15 tonnes and will be powered by
GTRE GTS-35VS Kaveri engine.INS Kamorta, launched in 2010 and commissioned to Vishakapatnam in
2014, was a mammoth achievement for India to be self-reliant. Built by the Indian navy it is made of
high-tensile steel manufactured in Bhilai Steel Plant. It is fitted with an OTO Melara 76 mm main gun and
uses
=wo AK-630 guns and provision for 16-cell VLS launched Barak 1 missiles.India is working wholeheartedly
to make our country a powerful one in the list of other nations.

Modern day examples of Stealth
The in-service and retired stealth crafts and ships are a technological marvel.
The first generation of stealth planes, the F-117 had an unusual shape and angles, meant to
deflect RADAR waves, as well as RADAR-absorbing materials meant to reduce its RADAR
signature, even more, reached a speed of 990km/h and earned the nickname “Wobbling’ Goblin”
owing to its weirdness. It was manufactured by the American Lockheed Martin Corporation in
1983 and retired in 2008 after serving the United States Air Force (USAF).

The B-2 Spirit heavy bomber is the largest and thinnest stealth aircraft in service to USAF. It has
a speed of 760 km/h with a wingspan of 52 m and weight is 165 tons. Four GE-F118 are buried
in the wing to lessen the noise. The F-22 Raptor and F-35 Lightning II are single-seater planes
also in-service to USAF.

The Chengdu J-20 is a single-seat, twinjet, all-weather and stealth fifth-generation fighter aircraft
developed by China&#39;s Chengdu Aerospace Corporation in service to the People&#39;s Liberation
Army Air Force (PLAAF).
In addition to these nations are working on humungous projects to secure their boundaries. The
Sukhoi Su-57, Mikoyan LMFS, PAK DA are under development projects by the Russian
Aircraft Corporation. The People’s Liberation Army of China is currently working on Shenyang
J-31 and Xian H-20.

Written by Shravani Dhigole (Mech-A)

ERASING MEMORIES
EVER THOUGHT OF FORGETTING SOMETHING BAD? SOMETHING
HEART-WRENCHING?

BIT OF INFO:

THOUGHT:

The human brain is capable of storing a
huge amount of data. Right from the
childhood it has a collection of both good
and bad memories. At times a few
memories leave a bad or a painful impact
on the human brain. Memory is located in
various parts of the brain but the ones
associated with fear are restricted in a
specific part. There are millions of cells
in our brain but according to studies,
only a few are responsible for storing
painful and scary memories.

EVER WONDERED WHAT PAIN A RAPE
VICTIM OR A PERSON WITH PTSD
(POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER)
EXPERIENCES?
The idea of deleting memories may have
arisen considering these problems.
Other problems such as depression
caused by painful events of the past or
substance abuse, become a scar for the
present and the future.

RESEARCH:
Research regarding memory erasure
began in 2009 itself. Apart from
biotechnology, research in psychiatry is
also done in order to understand the
functioning of the brain. A research was
led by Prof. Sheena Josselyn and her
team. According to it, such memories
reside in smaller parts of the
neurons. Therefore, treatments had to be
targeted only to these neurons without
affecting the others. However, finding
and selection of these neurons was a
tough job.

EXPERIMENT:
Before testing this on a human brain,
scientists performed the experiment on
mice. During the experiment, they were
able to detect the brain cells which carry
the memories associated with threat or
fear. They were successful in deleting
these specific memories without
tampering with the other brain cells and
memories.
They also performed experiments on
mice about deletion of neurons in
connection with drug addiction. This was
also successfully carried out. Drug
addiction is a relapsing brain disease and
a very common disease in this era. Even
though they were successful with their
experimentation on mice, there are
things which need to be taken care of
regarding the after effects before
implementing it on humans.

DRUGS WHICH HELP:
Some drugs have the ability to erase
memory although these are not brought
to the market. Researchers at the Scripps
Research Institute in Florida have
developed a drug namely Blebbistatin or
also called as “BLEBB”. This medicine
disrupts the non-myosin IIB which then
leads to erasing of the memory for at
least 30 days. There are some more
things which need to be experimented
and taken into consideration before
testing it on humans. However, the
experiment on mice has proven to be
almost successful.

DRAWBACKS OR
CONCERNS:
This research might be fruitful for some
but it has its own drawbacks too. Some
people believe that deleting memories is
like deleting an important part of a
person’s life. Memories, whether good or
bad, together sum up a person’s life. Also,
considering the twenty-first century,
people need to learn from their mistakes,
such as depressing breakups, addiction
to drugs and activities which are
unhealthy for them, rather than just
deleting bad experiences from their
memories.

-NIDHI GUPTA
IT-A

MOBILE APPLICATION

MAGAZINE
A new way to experience magazines on mobiles
By: Gaurang Beli
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or the people on the
constant move it has
been a regular
challenge to devout a section of
their time to sit and unwind by
reading a writing of their choice.
Every day, these people perform
their daily routine minus the
hobby which they are fond of –
reading. This is especially true
for the working-class modern
times along with increased
worktimes.
So, in order to deal with this
the world has blessed with
wonderful creations like
E-books which has now allowed
people to enjoy the act of
reading on device which is
constantly with us. Despite this
innovation a niche of people
were left out of this new
experience because the wave of
digitization largely didn’t recreate
the same benefits with this
activity- reading magazines on
mobile phones. Truth be told
post digitization- albeit a phony
one- magazine reading on
mobile has remained an activity
far from satisfying and as a result
converted very few people from
paperback to digital.

F

CURRENT PROBLEMS
 Currently the paper format of
a magazine is simply scanned
and uploaded without
modifying its content for
mobile phone viewing.
 As a result, you need to do
lots of zoom in out to read a
simple paragraph.
 It is difficult to skim read a
magazine as even headlines
are not legible due to small
screen space on a mobile.
Reading such minute text puts
immense strain on our eyes
and leads fatigue quicker. A
constantly vibrating
environment like a local train
makes the current method
totally unusable.
 Rotating the mobile to
landscape mode is not
solution as columns are read
better in portrait view.
 Magazines are digital yet noninteractive.
 Ads are non-personalized, so
they are more of a nuisance

MAGAZINE FEED
THE SOLUTION
Magazine Feed is a new

innovative user interface
which takes a magazine and
breaks it into separate
articles which are

indivisually formatted to
be viewed on the mobile
screen and all these digital
articles are combined to be
presented as a vertical
scrollable newsfeed - an
interface people are familiar
with like Facebook,
Flipboard.
Magazine feed will use
machine learning to
eventually convert the
articles into mobile format
without the need of human
editorial.

 General feedback of not
experiencing the same feel

30%
28%

25%
23%

20%
15%

17%

10%
5%
0%
e-book readership as a
percentage of all books read
2011
2012
2014
E-BOOK READERSHIP

NOT A FEASIBLE WAY TO READ MAGAZINES

EASY READING WTH MAGAZINE FEED

THE MAGAZINE WILL BE SEPERATED INTO INDIVIAUAL
ACTICLES WHICH WILL BE FORMATTED LIKE THE PHOTO
ON THE RIGHT, LIKE INERFACE OF A NEWSFEED. THESE
WILL BE IN THE SAME ORDER AS THAT OF MAGAZINE.
THESE INDIVIUSAL ARTICLES WILL THEMSELVES BE
FORMATTED AS MAKE THE CONTENT EASILY
READABLE. BASICALLY, THE ACTION OF FLIPPING IS
CONVERTED INTO VERTICAL MOTION.

OPPOURTUNITY

BENEFITS
 Massive improvements in
the user experience as
magazines is now consistent
with how text is generally
read on mobiles - in a
vertically scrollable manner.
 Articles now can be made
interactive with use of
elements like- comment box
to know consumer opinion,
Upvote/Downvote button to
know user interest,
hyperlinks on products to
facilitate affiliate marketing,
videos and etc. The creative
opportunities are endless
and as expansive as a
webpage.
 Reduces dependence on
paper by attracting people to
digital platform thereby also
saving significant publishing
costs

 As articles can now be
accessed as individual pieces a
new feature- Personal
Magazine is provided which
allows the user to fetch articles
based upon his\her topics of
interest from virtually all the
magazines of the World.
 Since now articles are being
read similarly to like webpages
advanced webpage user
analytics like cookies, time
spent, speed, and valuable
advertiser data can be obtained
to increase ad revenue for the
app and publisher aw well by
displaying personalized.

Now with Magazine feed an
easier way to read magazines
digitally on mobile on-the-go this
will lead to obvious improvement
in the ease and productivity of
such people.
Looking the consistent growth
of e-book readership, it can be
easily concluded the demand for
digital format of conventional
goods exists and magazine
readership is one of loyalty and
long engagement.
This combines with th
increasing adoption of internet,
there is a clear opportunity to
meaningfully impact a huge
number of people.

 Just like Netflix this service can

be provided on a subscriptionbased model where a monthly
fess allows user to have access
to whole database.

Original idea developed by
Gaurang Beli, CMPN-A

FRACTAL
GEOMETRY
A Different side of Mathematics
All around us is present a magnificent invisible world which has
infinitely repeating patterns. From flowers, mountains, trees,
branches to our lungs, hearts, kidneys and our neurons. It is
an unending paradox that creates an image but also answers some
of the most complicated questions found in science, mathematics,
and technology.When we look at nature, we look straight into
complexity. You won't find linear or exactly geometric structures,
yet there are patterns which can be noticed e.g. sunflowers, clouds,
shells and conches. So, how do we relate it to mathematical
equations if we see chaos and images?
The first one to do this was Benoit Mandelbrot, born in Poland. In
order to build the very foundation of fractal geometry, he said,”
Think not of what you see, but what it took to create what you
see&quot;. Then he went on to discover Fractals for the first time.
Gaston Julia, another mathematician was noticing the same
phenomena when he first looked at the equation x^ 2 +1=y . He
substituted the value for x as 1 and got the value of y. Then, he
substituted y as x and got another answer. He repeated this many
times and got what we call as a set. These were known as the
iterations of the above-mentioned equation. If we convert it to
points so as to plot it on a graph, We get what we call as Julia Set.
Let us consider another example. It is known as the Koch Curve.
First, consider a linear line, divide it into 3 segments, raise the
middle segment such that it looks like an equilateral triangle. Now,
repeat that with every segment you may see. If done properly many
times, we get what we call a Koch Curve and it resembles with the
pattern of a Snowflake.
Whenever you find a repeating pattern such as this, it is a fractal.
No matter how much you zoom in or zoom out, it will keep on
repeating itself. This phenomenon is what we call “Self Similarity”.
The best example is a tree. If you see how a tree branches out, again
and again, you will notice that the branching pattern is more or less
similar to that of branching that took place from the mother
branch. A Mathematical Perspective assists us in actually
assigning a code, a formula to not only define their growth pattern
which has occurred until that moment but also to predict their
future pattern.

Mandelbrot then constructed a set with
the help of an equation Z=Z^2 +c; where
the Function of Z equals the sum of Z^2
which is a complex number (a+bi) and a
constant C. He got Mandelbrot Set
which later became the very emblem of
Fractal Geometry!
It all boils down to its uses and
applications. We perceive that in our
heartbeats.

Similarly, we can find flaws and

Heartbeat has a pattern of self-

disorders if we detect the pattern of

similarity, it repeats itself. While you

blood flow, since the blood vessel

look at the cardiographs, you may not

system (healthy) also follows Self

actually see the patterns with naked

Similarity which remains undetected

eyes but if assigned an equation to it, it

by Ultrasounds and MRI. It is also

begins to differentiate a healthy heart

currently used in Telecommunication

from an unhealthy one.

fields. It is found that when antennas
bent in a pattern, they become open
to wider ranges of frequency and
hence improve communication
stability. Fractal Geometry is also
used in mapping and Geography to
calculate the roughness in a land and
overall zig-zag coastline. The plotting
precision increases many multitudes
by using points from Fractal
Geometry,.
Fractal Geometry is a way to find
patterns in messy situations, cosmos,
chaos and order in disorder. It has
existed since only 40 years and has so
many undiscovered potentials which
can change the way we see things
around us.
-AKSHAT SHUKLA
MECH-B

HYPERLOOP
A SCI-FI FANTASY OR AN ADVANCED TRANSIT SOLUTION?

FORGET PLANES AND SUPERMAN, THERE IS A NEW CONCEPT
IN TRANSPORTATION, WHICH IS ALSO BEING TERMED AS THE
“5TH MODE OF TRANSPORT”. IT’S CALLED HYPERLOOP. FLIGHT
TRAVEL IS THE FASTEST MODE TODAY, IF YOU WANT TO
TRAVEL ANYWHERE AROUND THE GLOBE IN A MATTER OF
HOURS. THIS WILL BE SHORTENED BY THE NEWEST CONCEPT
THAT IS CURRENTLY BEING LAUNCHED WHICH IS
HYPERLOOP. THE SPEED AT WHICH HYPERLOOP IS
EXPECTED TO TRAVEL IS ABOUT 1200 KM/HR.

WHAT IS A HYPERLOOP AND HOW IT
WORKS?
The hyperloop transportation system includes 2 main aspects: the
pod and the loop. The main working principle is that the pod is
passed through a vacuum created inside the tube. This leads
to a drastic change in the velocity of the pod. However, as of now,
the hyperloop is a theoretical transportation system currently
undergoing prototype testing from various firms, perhaps most
famously, by Tesla-owner and tech billionare Elon Musk.
The structure of hyperloop consists of a long network of tubes
that are setup from source to the destination, wherein small
individual pods will be used to travel within. The working
principle of hyperloop is based on a linear motor, where linear
motor is an electrical motor consisting of two parts:
one part is rotator which is connected to the pod.
the other part stator which is alligned on the track.
Stator and rotator is where the electromagnetic field is used
to start the pod in motion by
levitating it.

·
·

LINEAR MOTOR IS AN
ELECTRICAL
MOTOR CONSTITUTING OF
TWO PARTS WHERE:
· ONE PART IS ROTATOR
WHICH IS CONNECTED TO THE
POD.
· THE OTHER PART STATOR
WHICH IS ALLIGNED ON THE
TRACK.

The pumps installed at regular intervals help to create a
vacuum inside the tube which will further help the pod
to achieve its high speed. The tube is not completely
free from air, rather it will have a low pressure of air
inside it. As the pod will travel through this low pressure
or compressed air region, it will create an air
compression cushion.
To tackle this issue, pods will be having a compressor air
fan at front of the pod which will redirect the air mostly
to the bottom of the pods.
Air bearing is set up at the bottom and the back which
will also help in levitating the pod and
make it travel at the speed of an airplane.
The tubes installed by the pillars will also be made
immune to weather and earthquake in such
a way that pillar will have a small footprint and each
pillar will have its individual tube attach so
that it can move flexibly during a minor earthquake.

DID YOU KNOW?
Once ready, hyperloop would surpass the speed of
sound!
• The ordinary Mumbai - Delhi commuting time will
come down to about an hour and 14 minutes compared
to existing 2 hours in flight and around 15 hours in
super-fast trains.
• Apart from its speed proposed, hyperloop is also said
to be made “self-sufficient” by lining up the tubes with
solar panels.

CHALLENGES FOR HYPERLOOP
The new technology is promising, but it also creates
significant security concerns. Hyperloop
faces a lot of criticism on the grounds of design
technicalities, vulnerability of technology and its
exposure to different atmospheric conditions. After analyzing
case-based existential challenges,
several issues like, emergency evacuation or malfunctioning
of any technical part taking place
away from any technical and medical assistance, have
emerged.
Will Elon’s model pass the test?
Additionally, some significant and unparalleled security
concerns will stay primarily due to
involvement of complex aerodynamic pressures as well as
concerns regarding novelty and
vulnerability of the tubes. It would make it a potential target
for public discourse by
incendiaries (terrorists). With this being said, challenges from
natural disasters like even a
minor seismic activity underneath or a potential tropical
windstorm may cause disruption to
the system and pose a questionable challenge to the newfound system.

HYPERLOOPS RETORT TO THE
CHALLENGES

BUT WHERE CAN ONE FIND THE
HYPERLOOP?
The countries showing keen interest in the hyperloop
technology are the USA, India, Russia,
UAE and a few central European countries. The USA
has the largest number of proposed roots
and is excited enough about this technology, as it is
projected to be on ground till 2021. In
India, the hyperloop transport technologies have
signed an agreement with Andhra Pradesh
govt. for building a hyperloop project connecting
Amaravathi to Vijaywada in a 6 minute ride.
The hyperloop one has been granted the permission to
build between Mumbai and Pune,
cutting the time of 180 minutes to 20 minutes only.

It says that, the tubes installed by pillars will also be made
immune to weather &amp; earthquake in
such a way that pillar will have a small footprint and each
pillar will have its individual tube
attached so that it can move flexibly during minor
earthquakes. All the issues, the proponents
say, will be answered by first developing a small sub-scale
demonstration that would reduce
the financial estimates related to the project and thus, also
reduce the political and economical
impediments related to it.
PRATIK MALVIYA
SHIVANG BHARGAV
OMKAR SHIRKE
(FE-ETRX)

RAY TRACING

In computer graphics, ray tracing is a rendering technique
for generating an image by tracing the path of light as
pixels in an image plane and simulating the effects of its
encounters with virtual objects. This technique helps to
achieve photorealism by rendering realistic reflections,
refractions and shadows.

to create a supercomputer of nearly 4,600 computers
running 55,000 cores. It took around 200 million
computing hours to fully render the movie with 10+
bounces of photons from indirect light sources.

Video games have only a fraction of a second. As a result,
most real-time graphics rely on another technique,
The easiest way to understand ray tracing is to look around Rasterization.
you and notice a spot on the wall. Then, draw a virtual line
from your eyes and then follow it towards the angle it
RASTERIZATION
would take towards the light source in your room.
Objects on the screen are created from a mesh of virtual
This is exactly what happens in ray tracing.
triangles, or polygons, that create 3D models of objects.
This technique is being used since a very long time in
animated movies or in CGI effects, but it’s been restricted
to static images or scenes that can be rendered a long time
in advance. Ray Tracing, with high accuracy, requires a
huge amount of processing power and hence, practically it
can’t be used in real time. Moviemakers can take as
long as they like to render a single frame, so they do it
offline in render farms. Disney’s Big Hero 6 was
rendered and processed in rendering farms in Los Angeles
and one in San Francisco, which were connected

Computers then convert the triangles of the 3D models
into pixels, or dots, on a 2D screen.

Further pixel processing or “shading,”including changing
pixel colour based on how lights in the scene hit the pixel,
and applying one or more textures to the pixel, combine to
generate the final color applied to a pixel.
The light is treated more or less as moving in a straight line,
and then the shaders estimate how the lighting should be,
by brightening up the sides of objects closest to the light
and casting a shadow on the other side.

can focus more on optimizing their games for Ray Tracing,
resulting in better images at lower production cost and
enable them tofocus on other aspects of the game. Ray
tracing can incorporate a number of common filmmaking
techniques — including motion blur, depth of field,
penumbras, translucency and fuzzy reflections — that could,
until then, only be created with Camera.

However, lighting in the real world doesn’t quite work like
that. This is computationally intensive and has many
limitations because it is not possible to track exactly, the
path of light and how it bounces back from surfaces within
a scene. This is why, modern, graphically advanced
computer games rely on powerful GPUs.

RAY TRACING
With the switch to the RTX moniker from GTX, NVidia is making a big
noise about the ray tracing capabilities of its new series of cards. Those
cards and the Turing GPUs contained within have been engineered,
especially to cope with the kinds of advanced, demanding calculations,
consumer-grade Ray Tracing requires.
The new cards actually split ray tracing up into two components—ray
casting (tracking the paths of rays) and shading (determining the final
appearance of objects). Majority of the light rays within the scene
never actually reach the viewers eye. Also tracing millions of rays
coming from each light source would be impossible in real time with
current computing power.
However, tracing the light rays in reverse of how light rays move in the
real world enables ray tracing processing to be vastly more efficient.
With Whitted’s technique, when a ray encounters an object in the
scene, the color and lighting information at the point of impact on the
object’s surface contributes to the pixel color and illumination level.
If the ray bounces off or travels through the surfaces of different
objects before reaching the light source, the color and lighting
information from all those objects can contribute to the final pixel
color.
The color of each pixel is figured out based on the objects in a scene,
their relationship to each other, and the number, type, and position of
the scene’s light sources. So instead of focusing on algorithms to
make the scene more realistic using Rasterization, game developers

CHIRAG BANGERA,
CMPN-A.
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you don’t listen, you hear it playing somewhere around you. Ever
given a thought about how music is made in present times? Earlier,
to make a song it required; different musical instruments,
instrument players, vocalists and a number of recording
Songs that you listen to,
equipments. Now, a song can be made by a solo musician, without
nowadays, are 90%
being considering a lot of things.
Electronic Music and 10% Real
Most of us love to listen to Electronic Dance Music; the name itself
Instruments and Vocals.
suggests what kind of Music it is. EDM: The reason for all the raves
going all around the world. Mega famous songs like Animals by
Martin Garrix, Spaceman by Hardwell, Faded by Alan Walker were
electronically created. Ever wondered how do they make such
songs which cause goosebumps?

FUN FACT:

All of those were made in a room with a PC having a software
commonly called DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) and a pair of
speakers by a single person.
In the market you get a pretty decent choice of DAWs. The most lovable
DAWs among the music producers are Image-Line Fl Studio, Ableton,
Apple Logic and Steinberg Cubase etc.
How is Music made with a DAW?
DAW comes with a number of Synthesisers. Synthesizers have Oscillators that generate waves in human
audible frequency range i.e. from 20Hz to 20kHz and some synthesizers go beyond the range. Those are the
waves with which you are quite familiar: Sine, Saw, Triangle, Pulse, Noise etc. When you select any wave
out of those mentioned, let’s say Saw wave, it is quite unpleasant to the ear. You have to play with knobs on
the synthesizer to make it sound like Music.

There is knob labeled as CUTOFF or FREQUENCY along with 3 Filter
types(Highpass, Bandpass, and Lowpass)on every synthesizer.
When the CUTOFF knob is tweaked, then the Highpass Filter is
Active, all the lower frequencies from the sound (in this case is a
SAW WAVE) are removed from the sound according to the amount
of knob tweaking and all the HIGHER FREQUENCIES are untouched
so it is called a Highpass Filter. Similarly, for a low pass filter, only
the higher frequencies are affected and lower frequencies remain
intact. Bandpass Filter is a combination of both Lowpass and
Highpass filters, Higher and Lower Frequencies are affected
together and Middle Frequencies remain untouched. After all of the
desired knot tweaking, a sound signal coming out of the
Synthesiser is Processed in a MIXER and sound effects are added to
make the Sound more realistic and expressive. Most common
effects that are used: Equalizer (EQ), Reverb, Delay, Compressor
and Distortion.
Equalizers: the most important effect that is used on sound. There
is no good song made without using an EQ. Equalizers have four
primary types: Filters, Shelving, Graphics, and Parametric.
Equalizers are used to cutdown unwanted and unpleasant
frequencies from the sound and boosting desirable frequencies
making it more clear and pleasant.
Reverb is added on the sound to create an illusion that a sound is in
a room, hall, stadium or church. Reverb makes the sound more
realistic and gives it space in a mix.
Delay is ECHO
Compressors are used to make the volume of the sound signal even. When a vocal is recorded, a singer
cannot maintain the same volume while singing. Compressing the vocal makes the louder regions even
with the softer regions of the signal, and makes it little familiar to the ear, adding a punch to it and makes
it crisp.
Distortion makes the sound coarse and reduces its quality. Some sounds are melodious when distorted
rather than their original counterparts.
After processing, the sound is arranged in a pattern inside a piano roll in a DAW. Pattern is made in time
with constant or varying pitch. Every Sound or sample in DAW is in the form of a wave, made up of
frequencies. When drum samples are arranged along with the sound pattern and are played together,
varying or constant with time, a song is produced. The speed of a song is given by TEMPO and its unit is
BPM i.e. Beats Per Minute.
The heavy BASS from the Woofer speaker that you don’t hear but feel is an effect of lower frequencies or
in a sound. Therefore, woofer is more precisely called as a Sub Woofer. Frequency response for most of
the Woofer speakers lie between 40 Hz to 500 Hz.

Vivek
Goswami
FE EXTC-A

All our dreams can come true—
if we have the courage to pursue them

INTERVIEW'S

Ali Mustafa Shaikh
Ali Mustafa Shaikh is only 19 years old, but already has 3 years of
experience at Google under his belt and is also the founder of
Students Connect, an edutech startup.

What inspired you to venture into the technological field?
I didn’t follow the standard path that usually students after passing from their 10 th grade do. Instead, after my 10 th grade, I
directly got into a diploma programme. Being engaged in the engineering-like life, completion of loads of assignments was
one of our priorities but not keeping restricted myself to only studies, I started going to events which were pertinent to
technology. I took diploma under parental pressure but the guidance of my mentor, Mujeeb sir, a prominent technocrat,
made me aware about the relevance of our syllabus; which wasn’t even 1% of the industry. He always used to give us
difficult programming problems which we were never able to solve but it allowed us to push our limits. I always wanted to
code to make something particularly useful for the world and not just like writing palindrome or even odd programs.
Writing something which can create an impact was my agenda and he was the primary inspiration I got in my early stage of
diploma days.

Can you please tell the readers more about your professional career?

Professionally, I am the Point Of Contact for Google crowdsource global community. I have helped it to expand in 98 countries
with my colleague Mohammed Nawazuddin. We manage the community from end to end perspective at the ground level. Up
till now, I have spoken in 53 colleges on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. I have done more than 23 certifications
including Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Digital Marketing. There’s more to it but I guess this will be enough.

Most of us had a childhood revolving around computer software or games, so did
you have any exposure in your early ages regarding programming?
Nope. We had a series of standard books which were common to all schools in our area. We learnt only the basics of Microsoft
word and excel and nothing remotely close to programming. I learnt programming during my diploma.

How can we stand apart from the thousands of students who are studying with us?
You need to be hungry to be different. You need hunger for doing something better, for solving a problem in the society or
within your friends, for example, splitting a bill fairly after a dinner. Be prepared to learn new languages apart from what
is taught in college, like learning Python, researching about it, reading blogs and gaining new insights about languages out
there, which are making some noise.

Python has been listed as one of the most prominent languages that one must have today. Can one
survive in the field of Data Science without it and how can one refine his coding skills in Python?
Surviving without python is quite possible. There are other languages apart from Python which are used in data science like
R and there are more aspects to it. Even talking about this year, Java has been selected as one of the core languages that will
be included in data science in the coming future. So, yes you can definitely survive.
Learning Python is very easy. It is one of the easiest languages you’ll ever study. You can start with some basics. If you want
to specialize in Python, then you can go for paid courses on Coursera, Udemy or Udacity which offer some of the most
amazing courses at the minimal costs. I don’t recommend external classes; I recommend online courses because I
personally think that classes are not a good way to learn.

What according to you is a better way to learn programming, books or the Internet?
It depends upon what you want to do. If you want to be a better programmer in the near future, then start with the
textbooks, because textbooks, possess the core concepts, but if you want to learn it to solve problems or do some tough
stuff, then you can go for online courses. They are more oriented through projects. I would suggest that if you are looking
at something which is very long term, then go with books. If you are opting for the updated version of a book then it’s well
and good, otherwise there are online resources.

Economic Times reports an increase in the demand of data scientists by 400% but the current
supply is stagnant at 19%. How can we become a skillful data scientist?
Everyone has been crazy about Machine Learning and Data Science lately as it will be eating all the low level jobs and it will
be creating more jobs where people can innovate. Data science is a vast field where you have to select one topic and
specialize in. You need to specialize in a specific field to get the job. If you have not specialized in a particular field then you
won’t be particularly useful, and possibly won’t be hired at significant positions.

What are the current challenges being faced by the Google Assistant?
As far as I am associated with the community, we are still figuring out how we can adopt different sub languages
available, apart from English and can be more useful to people. It’s a major difficulty.

What will be your message to the students?
The first thing that should be done is setting a goal. Times have changed and one can’t wait to mould themselves
according to the environment. Therefore, setting goals should be the topmost priority and also thinking in the long term
rather than the shorter one is crucial. Self-introspection also holds significance in deciding the path that you want to follow
in your career. If you think you can do something for the society, then go ahead, do it and don’t be afraid to break some rules
during this process.

MR. HARISH PARAB
Mr. Harish Parab has 28 years of Information Technology Industry
Experience. He is working for the last 15+ years in senior
management cadre for IT Consulting and Technology and he has
become an inspiration for all of us.
Sir, everyone has a start where they perceive what they want to do. What prompted your
enthusiasm in this domain?
I have developed my interest during my 3 rd year of Engineering, where I started working on my project, which had hardware
and software components for industrial engineering. It was really appealing to know that small physical parts control big
machines. This further developed more interest and pulled me in this IT Industry.

Your profile enlists that your experience spans across a variety of domains. How do
you gain expertise in such a wide range of industries/domains?
Referring to my LinkedIn profile; once you start working in the industry and get involved in solving various business problems,
you eventually realize that you have to learn and understand business details to bring out the optimum results. Initially, I was
fortunate enough to have an opportunity to work in various business domains in my career. At the same time as technology
was transforming I adapted to learn even various themes of the technology.

Any problem that you faced in your work environment?
Facing challenges become an integral part of professional life. However, one which I can’t forget was regarding convincing a
regular customer in the finance field for changing its core application to new web technology as he had apprehension on
security ability of this technology.

What are your hobbies and how do you manage them along with your work?
I have started following 8 + 8 + 8 pattern. Sleep, Professional and Self have their equal weightage in a day. I pursue my
photography and music in the slots dedicated for self, family and friends.

What, according to you is the future of AI and Neural Networks?

Future for Artificial Intelligence is very bright; it will be applied across all industries to enhance productivity and
error reduction. A day is not far to see human clone, I am sure your generation will work with them.

Do you agaree with the statement that IT sector has reached a saturation level?
No way IT has reached at saturation. Every industry is been influenced by IT industry. Rather i would say without IT all the
other industries will saturate or rather will go the Kodak way. We are on tip of the iceberg on disruptive IT, more is coming.
Hence we all need to maneuver our ships towards learning and application of these new edge IT.. Hence IT industry will be in
the driver seat for all the other industries and it will change the business models. Capitalist won&#39;t have monopoly of
growing the business, IT innovators will have strong competition to them for conceptualizing new business

What do you think will change about the industry over the next five years?
This is like predicting how much rain we will have this season. It is really difficult to predict due arbitrary growth it had in
past 5 years. Gartner hype cycle will give you the trend for emerging technology.However if I have to predict, then
following technologies will supersede the others: Deep Neural Net, Flying Autonomous Vehicle,IoT Biochips, and
Autonomous Robots.
It depends upon what you want to do. If you want to be a better programmer in the near future, then start with the te

What has surprised you most about working with fresh graduates who head
straight into the IT industry after college?
I am pleasantly surprised to see overall knowledge of the fresh graduates. Probably it is due to technological advancement,
Google. Haha… Keeping jokes aside, I have seen great energy in the freshers. However, there is lack of business acumen and
application of IT technology in them. It may be due to inadequate curriculum, which needs quick correction and it should be
dynamic in nature. Revolution is on its way and to the best of knowledge Thakur College has started working with the
industry.

As the world is getting updated and the syllabus is still the same, how should we FE students mold our
path to acquire the demands of the market?
Syllabus is getting transformed at this stage. Industry has realized it that they have to work with universities and colleges
to transform it. It is currently happening in pockets, however in couple of years it will be industrialized across India.
Industries are dependent on freshers for their cost competitiveness. My advice is to make this a dynamic process based
on technological trends and keep adapting it.

And last but not the least, what is the message that you want to convey to the budding
engineers of TCET?
Life is a learning experience all the time. You will hit roadblocks at every corner be it professional or personal. However if you
are positive and have strong perseverance then you will find your ways out of those impediments. You as a student should
inculcate passion for technology. Keep a habit of spending at least half an hour every day on external reading on technology
&amp; various Industries. Take online courses, there are plenty of good sites Udemy, Udacity, Coursera. Beauty of these sites
is they provide all environments on cloud for your practical assignment. Apart from honing your content skills you should
work on soft skills the way you carry yourself, presentation skills, active listening, adaptiveness, agile attitude, quick
learning, open for failure and learning from your mistake and last but not the lease perseverance. These all skills will help
you to leapfrog from the crowd.... Happy Learning !
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continuum of concepts and projects based on researches which
leaves us to cherish our hard work, determination and ideas.

H&S
DEPARTMENT
‘Humanities and Sciences department' is no doubt one of the crucial parts
of the pillars of our college, as it turns the mud into clay with hard work and
devotion for the utmost betterment of the students. The activities and
addresses provided by the department are commendable and alleviate the
students certainly as it ameliorates their aptitude and makes them excel in
their domains. This semester, students got a privilege to explore industries
from its core by visiting them, through the platform of industrial visits. ABL,
TBL, PBL, GEPT sessions are providing an in-depth experience of improving
the minute detailing which are required to raise their standards and
personality. MULTICON-W, an international and national level conference
and workshop, has been introduced to FE students by our FE incharge and it
is made mandatory for the students, so that at a primitive stage we are
ready to face the world of research and development, and also explore our
insights by realizing our natural interests of research work. Initiatives taken
by H&S department are dedicated towards the development of their
students and their hardship is very well appreciable.
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